


4-Match each sentences part in comumn A with its appropriate completion in column B to get a 

coherent paragraph.(there are two extra parts in column B)(3marks) 

A B 

1-Buckingham Palace is one of Britain’s main 
tourist attractions 

a- when Queen Victoria came to the throne and 

decided to move in. 

2-But you can’t just drop in for a cup b-of Britain’s royal family ever since. 
3-You can stand outside the gates any time,watch 

the changing of the Guard, 

c-but also colder than the rest of the United 

Kingdom. 

4-If you want to go inside,through,and take a look at 

some of the State Rooms and other normally hidden 

places, 

d-and top of the list of anyone intending to visit 

London. 

5-Buckingham Palace didn’t become the official 
London home of Britain’s royal family until 1837, 

e-and have your photo taken outside the best known 

address in Britain. 

6-It has been the official royal residence f-you must book ahead. 

 g-of tea with her Majesty. 

h-in a hotel with his best friends. 

 

Answers: 1+……… 2+………… 3+………… 4+……….. 5+………… 6+………. 
 

LISTENING COMPREHENSION (8marks) 

Listen and complete the following table with information about the tour(2marks) 

Place to visit Means of transport to be taken 

………………………………………………… ……………………………………………… 

2- Listen to the different activities to be taken during the tour and circle the 2 you don’t hear(1mark) 

*Kayaking  *dog sledge riding  * a wilderness jet boat trip  * hot air ballooning  *hicking  * wine tasting 

3-The following statements are false listen and correct them with details from the text :(2marks). 

a-The whole tour is going to be on foot. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

b-Tourists have to pay for extra activities. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

3-Complete with the two missing words (1mark) 

You will enjoy the …………………………scenes as well as the wonderful ……………………………. . 

4-Listen and write down a sentence expressing “probability” 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

5-Listen and decide if the following pairs have similar or different pronunciation of the underlined 

sounds. Write “S” or “D” in brackets (1mark) 

a-North-Southern (……)             b- spectrum-pure (……...) 




